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Towards a Coalgebraic Chomsky Hierarchy
(Extended Abstract)?
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Abstract. The Chomsky hierarchy plays a prominent role in the foundations of
theoretical computer science relating classes of formal languages of primary importance. In this paper we use recent developments on coalgebraic and monadbased semantics to obtain a generic notion of a T-automaton, where T is a monad,
which allows the uniform study of various notions of machines (e.g. finite state
machines, multi-stack machines, Turing machines, weighted automata). We use
the generalized powerset construction to define a generic (trace) semantics for
T-automata, and we show by numerous examples that it correctly instantiates for
some known classes of machines/languages captured by the Chomsky hierarchy.
Moreover, our approach provides new generic techniques for studying expressivity power of various machine-based models.

1

Introduction

In recent decades much interest has been drawn to studying generic abstraction devices
not only formally generalizing various computation models and tools, but also identifying core principles and reasoning patterns behind them. An example of this kind is given
by the notion of computational monad [21], which made an impact both on the theory
of programming (as an organization tool for denotational semantics [10, 23]) and on the
practice (e.g. being implemented as a programming language feature of Haskell [1] and
F# [32]). Another example is given by the theory of coalgebras [26], which provides a
uniform framework for concurrency theory and observational semantics of systems.
In this paper, we use previous work on monads and coalgebras to give a combined
(bialgebraic) perspective of the classical automata theory as well as of some less standard models such as weighted automata. This does not only provide a unifying framework to study various computational models but also suggests new perspectives for
proving expressivity bounds for various kinds of machines in a generic way.
We base our framework on the notion of a T-automaton, i.e. a coalgebra of the form

m : X → B × (T X)A ,
where T is the functor part of a monad T, which we understand as a mathematical abstraction of a computational effect (in the sense of [21]) happening in conjunction with
?

An extended version of our paper containing all proofs is avaiblable at http://arxiv.
org/abs/1401.5277.

state transitions of the automaton; A is the set of inputs; and B is the set of outputs. According to this view, e.g. nondeterminism is the underlying effect of nondeterministic
finite state machines. Analogously, we show that certain (nondeterministic) transformations of the pushdown store form the underlying effect of pushdown automata, etc. By
instantiating the operational analysis of computational effects from [23] to our setting
we arrive at syntactic fixpoint expressions representing T-automata and prove a Kleenestyle theorem for them, thus generalizing previous work of the third author [30].
A crucial ingredient of our framework is the generalized powerset construction [31],
which serves as a coalgebraic counterpart of classical Rabin-Scott determinization algorithm [25]. It allows us to define trace semantics of T-automata and fixpoint expressions
denoting their behavior.
We give a formal argument indicating that it is unlikely to capture languages beyond NTIME(n) using coalgebraic (trace) semantics in a straightforward way (i.e., in
our case, using the generalized powerset construction) — the phenomenon known before as a property of real-time machines [4]. The requirement to be real-time is an inherent coalgebraic phenomenon of reactivity (or productivity), which restricts the class
of behaviors that can be modeled. This led us to formulate a more general observational semantics, that allows us to take into account internal (or silent τ -)transitions
coalgebraically. The latter furthermore enabled us to capture recursively enumerable
languages by a special instance of T-automata called tape automata and that are very
similar to Turing machines. Capturing any kind of Turing complete formalism by coalgebras has been a long standing open problem, to which the present paper provides an
answer. This results brings us closer to having a coalgebraic Chomsky hierarchy and a
new abstract understanding of computability theory.
Related work. We build on previous work on coalgebraic modelling and monad-based
semantics. Most of the applications of coalgebra to automata and formal languages
however addressed rational models (e.g. rational streams, regular languages) from which
we note [27] (regular languages and finite automata), [15] (bialgebraic view of Kleene
algebra and regular expressions), [30, 20, 22, 3] (coalgebraic regular expressions). More
recently, some further generalizations were proposed. In recent work [34] a coalgebraic
model of context-free grammars is given, without however an analogous treatment of
push-down automata. In [13] some initial results on T-automata over stacks by the first
author were presented, which the present work extends considerably.

2

Preliminaries: Deterministic Moore Automata, Coalgebraicaly

In this section we recall the main definitions and existing results on coalgebraic modelling of state machines. This material, as well as the material of the following sections,
uses the language of category theory, hence we assume readers to be familiar with basic
notions. We use Set as the main underlying category throughout. Further abstraction
from Set to a more general category, while possible (and often quite straightforward),
will not be pursued in this paper. The central notion in this paper is that of an F coalgebra is a pair (X, f : X → F X) where F is an endofunctor on Set called transition type, X is a set called the state space and f is a map called transition structure.
We shall occasionally identify a coalgebra with its state space if no confusion arises.

Coalgebras of a fixed transition type F form a category whose morphisms are maps
of the state spaces commuting with the transition structure: h : X → Y is a coalgebra
morphism from (X, f : X → F X) to (Y, g : Y → F Y ) iff g ◦ h = F h ◦ f . A final
object of this category (if it exists) plays a particularly important role and is called
final coalgebra. We denote the final F -coalgebra by (νF, ι : νF → F νF ), and write
fˆ: X → νF for the unique homomorphism from (X, f ) to (νF, ι).
Our core example is the standard formalization of Moore automata as coalgebras [26].
For the rest of the paper we fix a finite set A of actions and a set B of outputs. We call
the functor L = B × (--)A the language functor (over A, B). The coalgebras for L are
given by a set X of states with a transition structure on X given by maps
o:X→B

and

∂a : X → X,

(a ∈ A)

where the left-hand map, called the observation map, represents an output function
(e.g. an acceptance predicate if B = 2) and the right-hand maps, called a-derivatives,
are the next state functions indexed by input actions from A. Finite L-coalgebras are
hence precisely classical Moore automata. It is straightforward to extend a-derivatives
to w-derivatives with w ∈ A∗ by induction: ∂ (x) = x; ∂aw (x) = ∂a (∂w (x)).
The final L-coalgebra νL always exists and is carried by the set of all formal power
∗
series B A . The transition structure is given by o(σ) = σ() and ∂a (σ) = λw.σ(aw)
for every formal power series σ : A∗ → B. The unique homorphism from an L∗
coalgebra X to the B A assigns to every state x0 ∈ X a formal power series that we
regard as the (trace) semantics of X with x0 as an initial state. Specifically, if B = 2
∗
then finite L-coalgebras are deterministic automata and B A ∼
= P(A∗ ) is the set of
formal languages on A and the trace semantics assigns to every state of a given finite
deterministic automaton the language accepted by that state.
Definition 2.1 (Trace semantics, Trace equivalence). Given an L-coalgebra (X, f )
∗
and x ∈ X, we write J−KX : X → B A for the unique L-coalgebra morphism.
For every x ∈ X we call JxKX the trace semantics of x (w.r.t. X). Trace equivalence
identifies exactly those x and y for which JxKX = JyKY (for possibly distinct coalgebras
X and Y ); this is denoted by x ∼ y.
The following result easily follows by definition (see e.g. [27, Theorem 9.1]).
Proposition 2.2. Given x ∈ X and y ∈ Y where X and Y are L-coalgebras, x ∼ y
iff for any w ∈ A∗ , o(∂w (x)) = o(∂w (y)).
It is well-known that Moore automata, i.e. finite L-coalgebras, can be characterized in
terms of the formal power series occurring as their trace semantics (see e.g. [27]).
Definition 2.3 (Regular power series). We call a formal power series σ regular if the
set {∂w (σ) | w ∈ A∗ } is finite.
The following result is a rephrasing of a classical result on Moore automata (see e.g. Eilenberg [9]).
Proposition 2.4. A formal power series is accepted by a Moore automaton if and only
if it is regular.

Remark 2.5. Formal power series are usually considered when B = k is a semiring,
in which case one usually also speaks of rational formal power series as behaviours of
finite weighted automata over k (see e.g. [8]). Our notion of regular formal power series (Definition 2.3) generally disagrees with the latter one (unless B is finite) and is in
conceptual agreement with such notions as ‘regular events’ and ‘regular trees’ [12, 7].
Regular formal power series as the semantics of precisely the finite L-coalgebras are a
special instance of a general coalgebraic phenomenon [2, 20]. Let F be any finitary endofunctor on Set. Define the set %F to be the union of images of all finite F -coalgebras
(X, f : X → F X) under the final morphism fˆ : X → νF . Then %F is a subcoalgebra
of νF with an isomorphic transition structure map called the rational fixpoint of F . It
is (up to isomorphism) uniquely determined by either of the two following universal
properties: (1) as an F -coalgebra it is the final locally finite coalgebra and (2) as an
F -algebra it is the initial iterative algebra. We refer to [2] for more details.
The characteristic property of regular formal power series can be used as a definitional
principle. In fact, given a regular power series σ and assuming that A = {a1 , . . . , an },
we can view {σ1 , . . . , σk } = {∂w (σ) | w ∈ A∗ } as the solution of a system of recursive
equations of the form
σi = a1 .σi1 t · · · t an .σin t ci ,

i = 1, . . . , k,

(2.1)

which should be read as follows: for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, ∂aj (σi ) = σij and σi () = ci .
Here we introduce t as a notation allowing us to syntactically glue together the information about the “head” of a regular formal series and all its derivatives. Reading the
σ1 , . . . , σk as recursion variables, the system (2.1) uniquely determines the corresponding regular power series: for every i it defines σi () as ci and for w = au it reduces
calculation of σi (w) to calculation of some σj (u) — this induction is obviously wellfounded.
Any recursive equation (2.1) can be compactly written as
σi = µσi . (a1 .σi1 t · · · t an .σin t ci )

(2.2)

where µ is the fixpoint operator binding the occurrences of σi in the right term. One
can successively eliminate all the σi except σ using the equations (2.2) as assignments
and thus obtain a “solution” σ = t of (2.1) in σ where t is a closed term given by the
following grammar:
γ ::= µX. (a1 .δ t · · · t an .δ t B)

δ ::= X | γ

(2.3)

Here X refers to an infinite stock of variables. Equation σ = t is then nothing but a
condensed representation of system (2.1) and as such it uniquely defines σ. On the other
hand, expressions of the form (2.3) suggest a far reaching generalization of classical
regular expressions and the fact that they capture exactly regular power series together
with Proposition 2.4 can be viewed as a coalgebraic reformulation of Kleene’s theorem.
This view has been advanced recently (in a rather more general form) in [30, 22] and is
of crucial importance for the present work.
Proposition 2.4 in conjunction with the presentation of regular formal power series
as expressions (2.3) suggest that every expression gives rise to a finite L-coalgebra

generated by it, whose state space consists of expressions. This is indeed true and can
be viewed as a coalgebraic counterpart of the classical Brzozowski’s theorem for regular
expressions [5]. Given an expression e = µx. (a1 .e1 t · · · an .en t c), let
o(e) = c

and

∂ai (e) = ei [e/x].

(2.4)

Proposition 2.6. Let e be a closed expression (2.3). Then the set {∂w (e) | w ∈ A∗ }
forms a finite L-coalgebra under the transition structure (2.4).

3

Monads and Algebraic Theories

In the previous section we have presented a coalgebraic picture of deterministic Moore
automata, essentially capturing the Type-3 level of Chomsky hierarchy (modulo the
generalization from languages to power series). In order to deal with other levels we
introduce (finitary) monads and algebraic theories as a critical ingredient of our formalization, thus building on top of the recent previous work [17, 31].
In this work we find it easiest to work with monads in the form of Kleisli triples.
Definition 3.1 (Kleisli triple). A Kleisli triple (T, η, --† ) consists of an object assignment T sending sets to sets, a family of maps ηX : X → T X and an operator, called
Kleisli lifting, sending any f : X → T Y to f † : T X → T Y . These data are subject to
the following axioms: η † = id, f † η = f and (f † g)† = f † g † .
It is well-known that the definition of a monad as a Kleisli triple is equivalent to the
usual definition of a monad T as an endofunctor T equipped with natural transformations η : Id → T (unit) and µ : T 2 → T (multiplication). A T-algebra is given by a
set X and a map f : T X → X satisfying standard coherence conditions: f ηX = idX
and µX T f = f µX , and a morphism of T-algebras is just a morphism of algebras
for the functor T (see [19]). The category of T-algebras and their morphisms is called
Eilenberg-Moore category of T and is denoted by SetT .
In what follows we occasionally use Haskell-style do-notation: for any p ∈ T X and
q : X → T Y we write do x ← p; q(x) to denote q † (p) ∈ T Y ; and p ∈ T (X × Y )
we write do hx, yi ← p; q(x, y). This notation allows for a more convenient point-full
reasoning with Kleisli morphisms, effectively avoiding potential tedious calculations
due to strength. A monad T is finitary if the underlying functor T is finitary, i.e., T
preserves filtered colimits. Informally, T being finitary means that T is determined by
its action on finite sets. In addition, finitary monads admit an equivalent presentation in
terms of (finitary) algebraic theories.
Definition 3.2 (Algebraic theory). An algebraic signature Σ consists of operation
symbols f , each of which comes together with its arity n, which is a nonnegative integer
— we denote this by f : n → 1. Symbols of zero arity are also called constants. Terms
over Σ are constructed from operations and variables in the usual way. An algebraic
theory over Σ is given by a set of term equations closed under under inference of the
standard equational logic. As usual, an algebraic theory arises as the deductive closure
of a set of its axioms.

Example 3.3 (Monads, Algebraic theories). Standard examples of computationally
relevant monads include (cf. [21]):
– The finite and unbounded powerset monads Pω and P. Only the first one is finitary
and corresponds to the algebraic theory of join-semilattices with bottom.
– The store monad over a store S. The functorial part given as X 7→ (X × S)S .
Typically, S is the set of maps L → V from locations L to values V . A function f :
X → (Y × S)S represents a computation that takes a value in X and, depending on the
current contents of the store S returns a value in Y and a new store content. As shown
in [24], if V is finite then the corresponding store monad can be captured by an algebraic
theory over operations {lookupl : V → 1}l∈L and {updatel,v : 1 → 1}l∈L,v∈V .
– The continuation monad. Given any set R, the assignment X 7→ (RX → R) yields a
monad under the following definitions: η(x) = λf. f (x) and f † (k) = λc. k(λx. f (x)(c)).
This monad is known to be non-finitary, unless R = 1.
The following class of examples is especially relevant for the coalgebraic modelling of
state-based systems.
Example 3.4 (Semimodule monad, Semimodule theory). Given a semiring R, the
semimodule monad TR assigns to a set X the free left R-semimodule hXiR over X.
Explicitly, hXiR consists of all formal linear combinations of the form
r1 · x1 + · · · + rn · xn

(ri ∈ R, xi ∈ X).

(3.1)

Equivalently, the elements of hXiR are maps f : X → R with finite support (i.e. with
|{x ∈ X | f (x) 6= 0}| < ω). The assignment X 7→ hXiR extends to a monad, which
we call the (free) semimodule monad: ηX sends any x ∈ X to 1 · x and σ † (p) applies
the substitution σ : X → hY iR to p ∈ hXiR and renormalizes the result as expected.
The semimodule monad corresponds to the algebraic theory of R-semimodules.
Explicitly, we have a constant /0 : 0 → 1, a binary operation + : 2 → 1, and every
r ∈ R gives rise to a unary operation r̄ : 1 → 1. Terms of the theory are then build
over these operations and modulo the laws of commutative monoids for + and /0, plus
the following ones of a (left) action of R on a monoid:
r̄(x + y) = r̄(x) + r̄(y)
r̄(x) + s̄(x) = r + s(x)
r̄(s̄(x)) = r · s(x)

r̄(/0) = 0/
0̄(x) = 0/
1̄(x) = x

It can be shown that any term can by normalized to the form r̄1 (x1 ) + · · · + r̄n (xn ) and
the latter coherently represents the element (3.1) of hXiR , which allows us to identify
them. Some notable instances of the semimodule monad TR for semirings R of interest
are the following:
– If R is the Boolean semiring {0, 1} then TR is (isomorphic to) the finite powerset
monad Pω .
– If R is the semiring of natural numbers then TR is the multiset monad: the elements
of hXiR are in bijective correspondence with finite multisets over X.

– If R is the interval [0, +∞) then TR is the monad of finite valuations used for
modelling probabilistic computations [33].
Finally, the following example is critical for modelling the push-down store.
Example 3.5 (Stack monad, Stack theory). Given a finite set of stack symbols Γ , the
∗
stack monad (over Γ ) is the submonad T of the store monad (-- ×Γ ∗ )Γ for which the
∗ Γ∗
elements hr, ti of T X ⊆ (X × Γ ) satisfy the following restriction: there exists
k depending on r, t such that for every w ∈ Γ k and u ∈ Γ ∗ , r(wu) = r(w) and
t(wu) = t(w)u. Intuitively, a function f : X → T Y (cf. Example 3.3) has to compute
its output in Y and result stack in Γ ∗ using only a portion of the stack of a predeclared
size k that does not depend on the current content of the stack.
The stack theory w.r.t. Γ = {γ1 , . . . , γn } consists of operations pop : n + 1 → 1
and pushi : 1 → 1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n). The intuition behind these operations is as follows (in
each case the variables under an operation represent continuations, i.e. computations
that will be performed once the operation has completed its task, cf. [23]):
– pop(x1 , . . . , xn , y) proceeds with y if the stack is empty; otherwise it removes the
top element of it and proceeds with xi where γi ∈ Γ is the removed stack element.
– pushi (x) adds γi ∈ Γ on top of the stack and proceeds with x.
These operations are subject to the following axioms:
pushi (pop(x1 , . . . , xn , y)) = xi
pop(push1 (x), . . . , pushn (x), x) = x
pop(x1 , . . . , xn , pop(y1 , . . . , yn , z)) = pop(x1 , . . . , xn , z)
As shown in [13] the stack theory is precisely the algebraic theory of the stack monad.
Finally we introduce a monad and the corresponding theory underlying the tape of
a Turing machine. We introduce the following notation: given an integer i ∈ Z, a
nonnegative integer k and a map σ : Z → Γ , we write σ =i±k σ 0 (σ =i±k σ 0 ) if
σ(j) = σ 0 (j) for all j such that |i − j| ≤ k (|i − j| > k).
Definition 3.6 (Tape monad, Tape theory). Let Γ be a finite set of tape symbols. The
Z
tape monad (over Γ ) is the submonad T of the store monad (-- ×Z × Γ Z )Z×Γ for
which T X consists of exactly those maps hr, z, ti : Z × Γ Z → (X × Z × Γ Z ), which
satisfy restriction: there is k ≥ 0 such that for any i, j ∈ Z and σ, σ 0 : Z → Γ if
σ =i±k σ 0 then
t(i, σ) =i±k t(i, σ 0 ),
i±k

t(i, σ) =

σ,

r(i, σ) = r(i, σ 0 ),
0

z(i, σ) = z(i, σ ),

r(i, σ+j ) = r(i + j, σ),

|z(i, σ) − i| ≤ k,

t(i, σ+j ) = t(i + j, σ)+j ,

z(i, σ+j ) = z(i + j, σ) − j.

where σ+j denotes σ ◦ (λi. i + j). The tape signature w.r.t. Γ = {γ1 , . . . , γn } consists
of the operations read : n → 1, writei : n → 1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n), lmove : 1 → 1,
rmove : 1 → 1, which we interpret over any T X as follows:
JreadK(p1 , . . . , pn )(z, σ) = pσ(z) (z, σ)

Jwritei K(p)(z, σ) = p(z, σ[z 7→ γi ])

JlmoveK(p)(z, σ) = p(z − 1, σ)
JrmoveK(p)(z, σ) = p(z + 1, σ)

where σ[z 7→ γ] overwrites σ with the assignment z 7→ γ, that is: σ[z 7→ γ](z) = γ and
σ[z 7→ γ](z 0 ) = σ(z 0 ) for z 0 6= z. The tape theory w.r.t. Γ consist of all those equations
p = q in the tape signature, which are valid over every T X.
In contrast to the stack theory the tape theory is given indirectly. We leave the question
of finding an appropriate complete axiomatization of the tape theory for future work.
Meanwhile, we report the following surprising result:
Theorem 3.7. The tape theory is not finitely axiomatizable.
Proof (Sketch). It is easy to verify that for any i, j, k the following identity
writei (lmovek (writej (rmovek (x)))) = lmovek (writej (rmovek (writei (x))))
belongs to the tape theory. The left-hand term represents a computation that first writes
γi at the current head position then moves k steps to the left, writes γj and finally moves
k steps back to the right; the left-hand computation does the same in a different order.
It is then possible for any finite set A of identities to construct a model that does not
satisfy the above identity for a suitable k depending on the size of A.
t
u

4

Reactive T-algebras and T-automata

As in Section 2 we consider a finite set of actions A. We first consider T-algebras which
are equipped with a transition structure similar to that of Moore automata but which,
in addition, preserves the algebraic structure. Such a transition structure extends a Talgebra with dynamic behaviour (making it into a coalgebra) and hence we call such
structures reactive T-algebras.
Definition 4.1 (Reactive T-algebra). Let B and X be T-algebras. Then X is a reactive
T-algebra if X is an L-coalgebra for which ∂a : X → X and o : X → B are T-algebra
morphisms.
Observe that the functor LX = B ×X A lifts to SetT ; in fact, each LX can be equipped
with the pointwise T-algebra structure. Thus, reactive T-algebras are simply coalgebras
for this lifting of L to SetT .
∗
Given a T-algebra B, the set of all formal power series B A being the final Lcoalgebra can be viewed as a reactive T-algebra with the pointwise T-algebra structure,
for which ∂a and o are easily seen to be T-algebra morphisms. Since any reactive Talgebra is an L-coalgebra, reactive T-algebras inherit the general coalgebraic theory
from Section 2. In particular, we use for reactive T-algebras the same notions of trace
semantics and trace equivalence as for L-coalgebras.
Definition 4.2 (T-automaton). Suppose, B is finitely generated, i.e. there is a finite
set B0 of generators and a surjection T B0 → B underlying a T-algebra morphism. A
T-automaton m is given by a triple of maps
om : X → B,

tm : A × X → T X,

am : T B → B,

(F)

where am is a T-algebra and X is finite. The first two maps in (F) can be aggregated
into a coalgebra transition structure, which we write as m : X → B × (T X)A slightly
abusing the notation.

A simple nontrivial example of a T-automaton is given by nondeterministic finite state
machines (NFSM) by taking B = {0, 1}, T = Pω and am (s ⊆ {0, 1}) = 1 iff 1 ∈ s.
In order to introduce the trace semantics of a T-automaton it suffices to convert it
into a reactive T-algebra, for the trace semantics of the latter is settled by Definition 2.1.
This conversion is called the generalized powerset construction [25] as it generalizes
the classical Rabin and Scott NFSM determinization [31]. Observe that LT X is a Talgebra, since T X is the free T-algebra on X and L lifts to SetT . Therefore, given a
T-automaton (F), m : X → B × (T X)A there exists a unique T-algebra morphism
m ] : T X → B × (T X)A such that m ] η = m . This m ] is a reactive T-algebra on T X.
Therefore, we define the trace semantics of (F) as follows: JxKm = Jη(x)KT X .
Note that the generalized powerset construction does not reduce a T-automaton to
a Moore automaton over T X as T X need not be finite, although when it is the case,
e.g. T = Pω , the semantics of a T-automaton falls within regular power series, which is
precisely the reason why the languages recognized by deterministic and nondeterministic FSM coincide. Surprisingly, all T-automata with a finite B have the same property,
which is a corollary of Theorem 7.1 we prove in Section 7.
Proposition 4.3. For every T-automaton (F) with finite B and x ∈ X, JxKm : A∗ →
B is regular.
We are now ready to introduce fixpoint expressions for T-automata similar to (2.3).
Definition 4.4 (Reactive expressions). Let Σ be an algebraic signature and let B0 be
a finite set. Reactive expressions w.r.t. these data are closed terms δ defined according
to the following grammar:
δ ::= x | γ | f (δ, . . . , δ)

(x ∈ X, f ∈ Σ)

γ ::= µx. (a1 .δ t · · · t an .δ t β)

(x ∈ X)

β ::= b | f (β, . . . , β)

(b ∈ B0 )

where we assume A = {a1 , . . . , an } and an infinite collection of variables X.
Let T be a finitary monad, corresponding to an algebraic theory E over the signature
Σ and let B be a finitely generated T-algebra over a finite set of generators B0 . Let
us denote by EΣ,B0 the set of all reactive expressions over Σ and B0 . We define a
reactive T-coalgebra structure on EΣ,B0 . First, notice that EΣ,B0 is obviously a Σalgebra. Then we introduce the L-coalgebra structure on EΣ,B0 as follows: first notice
that expressions b according to the β-clause in Definition 4.4 are just Σ-terms on the
generators from B0 ; for every Σ-term t in n variables let tB : B n → B denote the map
evaluating t in B and define
o(f (e1 , · · · , en )) = f B (o(e1 ), . . . , o(en )),
∂ai (f (e1 , · · · , en )) = f (∂ai (e1 ), . . . , ∂ai (en )),
o(µx. (a1 .e1 t · · · t an .en t b)) = tB (b1 , . . . , bk ),
∂ai (µx. (a1 .e1 t · · · t an .en t b)) = ei [µx. (a1 .e1 t · · · t an .en t b)/x],
where b = t(b1 , . . . , bk ) with b1 , . . . , bk ∈ B0 .
We call on Definition 2.1 to endow EΣ,B0 with the trace semantics J−K : EΣ,B0 →
∗
B A and with the trace equivalence relation ∼.

a
a


 q0 = a.q0 t b.q1 t ⊥
q1 = a.∅ t b.(q0 +q2 ) t ⊥


q2 = a.q0 t b.∅ t >

b
start

q0

b

q1

b

q2

q0 = µx. (a.x t b.µy. (a.∅ t b.(x+µz. (a.x t b.∅ t >)) t ⊥) t ⊥)

Fig. 1. A Pω -automaton over A = {a, b}, B = {>, ⊥} as a system of recursive definitions (left); as a nondeterministic FSM (right); as a reactive expression (bottom).

Theorem 4.5. The quotient EΣ,B0 /∼ is a reactive T-algebra whose L-coalgebra part
is inherited from EΣ,B0 and whose T-algebra part is a quotient of the Σ-algebra structure on EΣ,B0 .
The following theorem is the main result of this section — a Kleene type theorem. Like
its classical counterpart it allows to convert T-automata to closed expressions and vice
versa.
Theorem 4.6 (Kleene theorem). For any expression e ∈ EΣ,B0 there is a corresponding T-automaton (F) and x ∈ X such that JeK = JxKm ; and conversely for any T-automaton (F) and x ∈ X there is an expression e ∈ EΣ,B0 such that JeK = JxKm .
Fig. 1 depicts a simple instance of the general correspondence established by Theorem 4.6 in the particular standard case of nondeterministic FSM.
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T-automata: Examples

As indicated above, a nondeterministic FSM is a specific case of a T-automaton under
B = 2 and T = Pω . More generally, we have the following definition.
Definition 5.1 (Weighted T-automata). Weighted T-automaton is a T-automaton (F)
with T being the semimodule monad for the semiring R (see Example 3.4).
Let R be the underlying semiring of a semimodule monad T. Besides R = B = 2
in which case we obtain nondeterministic FSMs, we obtain standard weighted automata [8] under R = B = N (B is the free T-algebra finitely generated by {1}).
Weighted T-automata can be further generalized as follows. We call a monad additive (cf. [6]) if the corresponding algebraic theory supports operations + : 2 → 1
and /
0 : 0 → 1 subject to the axioms of commutative monoids. We call a T-automaton
additive if T is additive. Additive automata allow for a more relaxed syntax of reactive
expressions. Specifically, we define additive reactive expressions as closed guarded expressions over an additive theory given by the grammar
γ ::= b | x | µx. γ | a.γ | f (γ, . . . , γ),

(5.1)

where guardedness means that for any subterm of the form µx. e (the recursive call of)
x is guarded in e, which is defined by induction over e as follows: x is guarded in b, in
any variable x0 6= x, in any µx. e0 and in any a.e0 ; and x is guarded in f (e1 , . . . , en )
whenever x is guarded in each of the ei .
Given a reactive expression we obtain an additive reactive expression by replacing
recursively each t with +. Conversely, any additive reactive expression can be transformed to a reactive one. The latter transformation is inverse to the former modulo
∼. We now give one example of an additive T-automaton, which is not a weighted
T-automaton.
Example 5.2 (Segala T-automata). (Simple) Segala systems [28, 29] are systems combining probability and nondeterminism and are essentially coalgebras of transition type
P(D × A) ∼
= (PD)A where D is a probability distribution functor. Although PD is
not a monad, as elaborated in [16], it can be modelled by a monad T whose functorial
part is the composition CM of two functors given as follows: for any X, M X are finite valuations over X (see Example 3.4); for any semimodule U , C(U ) consists of all
subsets of U , which are convex and nonempty. Convexity
of a set S here means that a
P
convex combination p1 · ξ1 + · · · + pn · ξn , i.e. i pi = 1, belongs to S once ξi ∈ S
for any i. Segala T-automata generalize non-deterministic automata by replacing the
powerset functor P with CM . Concretely, in the generic definition (F) we take B = 2
and T defined as above.
A radically different kind of examples is offered by submonads of the store monad.
A prominent instance of such is the stack monad (Example 3.5), which we use for
modelling push-down automata.
Definition 5.3 (Stack T-automaton). Stack T-automaton is a T-automaton (F) for
which T is the stack monad over Γ ; B is the set of predicates over Γ ∗ consisting of all
∗
those p ∈ 2Γ for each of which there is k such that p(wu) = p(w) whenever |w| ≥ k;
∗
∗
∗
am : T B → B is given by evaluation; it restricts the morphism evΓ : (2Γ ×Γ ∗ )Γ →
∗
∗
2Γ , where ev : 2Γ × Γ ∗ → 2 is the evaluation morphism: am (r, t)(s) = r(s)(t(s)).
∗

Intuitively, om : X → B ⊆ 2Γ models the acceptance condition by final states and
the stack content. As B obeys essentially the same constraints as T X, scanning an
unbounded portion of the stack by om is disallowed.
Theorem
5.4. qLet ym be a stack T-automaton. Then for any x0 ∈ X and any γ0 ∈

Γ , w ∈ A∗ | x0 m (w)(γ0 ) is a real-time deterministic context-free language. The
converse is also true: for any real-time deterministic context-free language L ⊆ A∗
there exists a stack T-automaton (F) such that L can be represented as the above
formal language with some x0 ∈ X, γ0 ∈ Γ .
As we shall see later, it is not difficult to obtain an analogous characterization of contextfree languages for which the “real-time” clause is dropped (essentially because for
push-down automata the restriction of being real-time is vacuous). However, as we
shall see in the next section (Theorem 6.5), this restriction, being somewhat inherent
for coalgebraic models, presents an actual boundary for capturing by T-automata formal languages beyond the context-free ones.
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Monad Tensors for Store and Nondeterminism

Tensor products of monads (resp. algebraic theories) have been introduced by Freyd [11]
in the context of universal algebra. Later, computational relevance of this operation has
been demonstrated by Hyland et al. [14]. Here, we use tensors of monads as a tool for
studying T-automata.
Definition 6.1 (Tensor). Let E1 and E2 be two algebraic theories. Then the tensor product E = E1 ⊗ E2 is the algebraic theory, whose equations are obtained by joining the
equations of E1 and E2 and adding for any f : n → 1 of E1 and any g : m → 1 of E2
the following axiom
f (g(x11 , . . . , x1m ), . . . , g(xn1 , . . . , xnm )) = g(f (x11 , . . . , xn1 ), . . . , f (x1m , . . . , xnm ))
called the tensor laws. Given two finitary monads T1 and T2 , their tensor product arises
from the algebraic theory ET1 ⊗ ET2 .
Intuitively, tensor product of two monads captures a noninterfering combination of the
corresponding computational effects. In the present work we shall use two kinds of
tensor products: (1) tensors with submonads of the store monad and (2) tensors with
semimodule monads.
It has been shown in [14] that tensoring with the store monad is equivalent to the
application of the store monad transformer sending any monad T to the store monad
transform TS whose functorial part is given by TS X = T (X × S)S . Here we establish
a similar result about the stack monad (Example 3.5).
Proposition 6.2. Let S be the stack monad over Γ . Then for any finitary T, S ⊗ T is the
submonad R of the store monad transform of T with Γ ∗ as the store, for which p : Γ ∗ →
T (X × Γ ∗ ) is in RX iff there exists m such that p(su) = do hx, s0 i ← p(s); ηhx, s0 ui
whenever |s| ≥ m; and the monad structure is inherited from the monad transform.
One can thus combine two stacks by computing the tensor square of the stack monad.
Specifically, the resulting monad T has maps hr, t1 , t2 i : Γ ∗ × Γ ∗ → X × Γ ∗ × Γ ∗ as
inhabitants of T X. This allows one to define T-stack automata over two and more stacks
analogously to the one-stack case from Definition 5.3. Before we do this formally in
Definition 6.4 we discuss the perspectives of forming tensors with semimodule monads.
Proposition 6.3 (Freyd [11]). Tensor product of any finitary monad with a semimodule
monad is isomorphic to some semimodule monad.
Proposition 6.3 in conjunction with Proposition 6.2 offer two perspectives on machines
with memory and nondeterminism. E.g. we shall consider the tensor product of Pω
with the stack monad to model push-down automata. As Proposition 6.2 indicates, this
∗
monad embeds into the monad with functorial part T X = Pω (X ×Γ ∗ )Γ . On the other
hand, by Proposition 6.3, this tensor product is equivalent to a semimodule monad.
Definition 6.4 (Multi-stack nondeterministic T-automaton). A Multi-stack nondeterministic T-automaton is a T-automaton (F) for which T is the tensor of m copies
of the stack monad and Pω ; B is the set of m-ary predicates over Γ ∗ consisting of all

∗

∗

those p ∈ 2Γ ×···×Γ for each of which there is a k such that if for any i, |wi | ≥ k
then p(w1 u1 , . . . , wm um ) = p(w1 . . . , wm ); and for any s ∈ (Γ ∗ )m , f : (Γ ∗ )m →
Pω (B×(Γ ∗ )m ) ∈ T B we have am (f )(s) iff ∃s0 ∈ (Γ ∗ )m . ∃p ∈ B. f (s)(p, s0 )∧p(s0 ).
We now obtain the following result.
Theorem
6.5.
any m let Lm be the following class of all languages

q For
y
w ∈ A∗ | x0 m (w)(γ0 , . . . , γ0 ) with m ranging over nondeterministic multistack
T-automata with m stacks, x0 ranging over the state space of m and γ0 ranging over Γ .
Then L1 contains exactly context-free languages; for all m > 2, Lm contains exactly
nondeterministic linear time languages, i.e. Lm = NTIME(n); and L2 sits properly
between L1 and L3 .
Theorem 6.5 shows, on the one hand, that the coalgebraic formalization of nondeterministic pushdown automata as nondeterministic T-automata over one stack is adequate in
the sense that it recognizes the same class of languages. On the other hand, it indicates
the boundaries of the present model: it seems unlikely to capture languages beyond
NTIME(n) (e.g. all recursive ones) by a computationally feasible class of T-automata.
This is not surprising in view of the early work on (quasi-)real-time recognizable languages [4], which underlies the proof of Theorem 6.5. We return to this issue in Section 7 where we provide an extension of the present semantics that allows us to capture
language classes up to recursively enumerable ones.
We conclude this section with an easy corollary of Theorem 6.5 and Proposition 2.2
contrasting the results in [20, 3].
Corollary 6.6. Trace equivalence of T-automata is Π10 -complete.
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CPS-transforms of T-automata and r.e.-languages

Theorem 6.5 suggests that the present trace semantics is unlikely to produce languages
beyond NTIME(n) under a computationally convincing choice of the components
of (F). The approach suggested by the classical formal language theory is to replace A
with the set Aτ = A ∪ {τ }, where τ is a new unobservable action, but use the formal
power series A∗ → B as the semantic domain instead of A∗τ → B. The new observational semantics is supposed to be obtainable from the standard one by “eliminating”
the unobservable action.
Before we proceed, we introduce an important reformulation of our standard trace
equivalence, which is of independent interest. Let a : T B → B be a T-algebra. We
denote by TB the continuation monad with TB X = B X → B. We can map T to TB
by sending any p : T X to κX (p) = λf. (a · T f (p)) ∈ TB X. This κ : T → TB is
a monad morphism; in fact, it is well known that for any monad T on a category with
powers there is a bijective correspondence between Eilenberg-Moore algebras on B and
monad morphisms from T to TB (see e.g. Kock [18, Theorem 3.2]).

Now, given a T-automaton (F), we define a TB -automaton1 m∗ : X → B ×
(TB X)A by om∗ = om , tm∗ = κX tm , am∗ = λt. t(id) where it is easy to see that
am∗ : TB B → B is a T-algebra. We call this automaton the CPS-transform2 of (F).
Theorem 7.1. The trace semantics of a T-automaton and of its CPS-transform
qagree;
y
q y
more precisely, for every T-automaton (F) and state x ∈ X we have: x m = x m∗ .
This theorem implies Proposition 4.3 announced previously in Section 4. Indeed, if B
in (F) is finite then, by definition, TB X is also finite. Thus, the generalized powerset
construction performed on the CPS-transform m∗ yields a Moore automaton, and hence
we obtain the desired result from Proposition 2.4.
We now proceed with the definition of the new semantics.
Definition 7.2 (ω-additive T-automata). A T-automaton (F) is ω-additive if B (besides being T-algebra) is an algebra for the countably supported multiset monad.
In other words, for (F) to be ω-additive B needs to be a commutative monoid with
infinite summation. We call such a monoid ω-additive.
Lemma 7.3. If B is an ω-additive monoid and a T-algebra then for any X, TB X is an
ω-additive monoid.
The ω-additive monoid structure on TB X allows us to define for any given T-automaton
over the alphabet Aτ a TB -automaton over A. To this end, we first form the CPStransform of the given T-automaton and then use infinite summation to get rid of unobservable actions τ : given a T-automaton m : X → B × (T X)Aτ , we construct
mv : X → B × (TB X)A with amv = am∗ = λt. t(id) and with tmv , omv defined as
tmv (x0 , a) =

∞
X

do x1 ← tm∗ (x0 , τ ); . . . ; xi−1 ← tm∗ (xi−2 , τ ); tm∗ (xi−1 , a),

i=1

omv (x0 ) = om∗ (x0 ) +

∞
X


do x1 ← tm∗ (x0 , τ ); . . . ; tm∗ (xi−1 , τ ) (om∗ ).

i=1

We define the observational trace semantics for m to be the trace semantics for mv .
q yτ
q y
Definition 7.4. Given a T-automaton (F) over input alphabet Aτ , let x m = x mv .
We proceed to define the class of T-automata corresponding to classical Turing machines, for which the introduced observational trace semantics yields precisely all recursively enumerable languages.
Definition 7.5 (Tape T-automaton). A tape automaton is a T-automaton (F) for
which T is the tape monad over Γ ; B is the set of predicates over Z × Γ Z consistZ
ing of all those p ∈ 2Z×Γ for each of which there is a k such that p(i, σ) = p(i, σ 0 )
and p(i, σ+j ) = p(i + j, σ) if σ =i±k σ 0 ; and am : T B → B is given by evaluation as
in Definition 5.3.
1
2

We abuse terminology here since TB is not finitary.
CPS = continuation-passing style; we chose the name because the construction is reminiscent
of tranforming a functional program into CPS.

It can be shown that tape T-automata over Aτ are equivalent to deterministic 2-tape
Turing machines with input alphabet A, where the first tape is a special read-only and
right-only tape holding the input word at the beginning of a computation. Thus, we
obtain that tape automata represent all the recursively enumerable languages.
Theorem 7.6. For every tape automaton m over Aτ , Γ with |Γ | ≥ 2 containing a
special blank symbol 2, and every state x ∈ X the following language is recursively
enumerable: {w ∈ A∗ | JxKτm (w)(0, σ2 ) = 1}, where σ2 is the constant function on
2. Conversely, every recursively enumerable language can be represented in this way.
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented the first steps towards a coalgebraic Chomsky hierarchy. We have given a coalgebraic account of machines, languages and expressions
and presented several results of our theory including a generic Kleene-style theorem
(Theorem 4.6). We have also given the first treatment of Turing machines in a coalgebraic setting: the observational trace semantics of tape automata yields precisely the
recursively enumerable languages.
There are several possible directions for future work. We plan to derive a sound
calculus of reactive expressions extending [3] and explore the boundaries for completeness (by Corollary 6.6 completeness is only possible for specific choices of T); capture further language and complexity classes, such as the context-sensitive languages.
Capturing various classes of machines under the umbrella of coalgebra results in standard tools such as bisimulation proof methods becoming available for those classes of
machines and their language semantics. Hence, further investigations into such proof
principles are of interest.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank anonymous referees for their suggestions
on improving the presentation and for pointing out relevant literature.
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